INFOHIO EARLY
LEARNING PORTAL
CHOICEBOARD

Using the INFOhio Early Learning Portal...

Create Stations

Cover multiple standards or
dive into one concept.
Use Early World of Learning
eBooks, videos, and pictures at
one station (computer or tablet).
Tell a story using Princess Fairy
Tale Maker or Super Hero Comic
Maker at a station (iPad).
Answer a Bedtime Math puzzle or
Relationshapes puzzle at a station
(computer or tablet).

Play a Digital Game

Engage early learners and build
cooperation during circle time.

Find an eBook

Illustrate a concept.
Build media literacy by interacting
while viewing.
Watch Big Bird cooperate and
then talk about what he did to
show it.
Watch Peg + Cat figure it out and
pause to talk about what the
characters are learning.
Learn about tasty foods with
Storybots and ask students their
favorite vegetables.

Practice skills for mastery or
enrich knowlege for growth.

Share a fiction and nonfiction pair
from BookFlix.
Project a Unite for Literacy
nonfiction title.
Watch a Read Out Loud readaloud.

Send Home the INFOhio
Early Learning Portal
Parent Handout

Learn more about animal tracks
with Peep and the Big Wide
World.
Identify what animals belong in a
habitat with Preschool Animals.
Explore plants and animals in
Wild Habitats.

Share a Video

Supplement Intervention
and Enrichment Time

Read to practice skills or
introduce a concept
during story time.

Play Word Wagon on the iPad to
practice letters and sounds.
Play Fuzz Bugs to practice
sorting and counting.
Use Wizard School to challenge
learners.

Create a Product

Share it electronically with
parents. Develop curiosity and
build problem solving skills.
Make a digital painting on ABCYa
Paint and email it to parents.
Use Draw and Tell to write a story
and record it for parents.
Tell a story using Princess Fairy
Tale Maker or Super Hero Comic
Maker at a station (iPad).

Get Kids Moving

Get involved and
practice healthy behaviors.
Watch GoNoodle videos - speed
it up, and then slow it down.
Play the Stop Light Game and
stand up or sit down to show
when to stop or go.
Practice the alphabet with Usher
and assign students letters.

Practice Writing

Help motor skills and precision.
Practice writing letters using ABC
Kids Tracing and Phonics.
Develop simple drawing skills by
watching Ready Set Draw!
Make a poster with ABCYA Paint.

Need help? Contact us at support.infohio.org.
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